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Introduction:

Team-6 has been working on an app called Trip Tracker, this app is used to
record the path between an origin and a destination. It will be used in an
undergraduate course in transportation engineering by both students and the
professor. By selecting a trip from an origin and destination on a map, students
can choose a path to follow at a departure time from the origin, and specify
the destination activity or trip purpose, mode of transportation (e.g., car, bike,
walk, or bus). The app will record detailed trajectory (i.e., timestamp, x,y,z,
speed, etc.) at a high-frequency time interval such as 0.1 or 0.2 seconds. The
App also needs to record information on their identification (e.g., student name
and MTU email address) and trip information (e.g., origin, destination, depar-
ture date/time, purpose, mode). Students will upload the trip information to a
server.

The application also has 2 other users Moderator, Admin. Both of these users
can login to the app to view all the trip data, filter the trips by date. The data
includes the email Id of the student, origin, destination, time stamp, location,
etc. and there is a functionality to download this data as a CSV file for more
advanced data analysis or travel behavior. Additionally the Admin has privilege
to grant roles to users and manage their access to the application.

Here’s a link to the initial design document: http://www.csl.mtu.edu/group6/
Final design changes: http://www.csl.mtu.edu/group6/

Usability testing for the application was undertaken to record metrics related
to user performance, as well as to expose the testing process and interface itself
to criticism by an unbiased participant base. Usability testing took the form
of a pre-test questionnaire followed by 5 scenarios with general questions after
each scenario and a post-test questionnaire towards the end. The pre-test ques-
tionnaire gauged participant interest, and technical knowledge based upon the
participant’s own opinions of themselves. The participants were then asked to
take the application’s test itself as a scenario, followed by a couple of general
post-scenario questions. This was done 5 times, when the participants were
taking part in a scenario, different metrics were recorded across the scenarios
by the administrator and development team members. Finally, a post-test ques-
tionnaire gauged participant opinions following testing, as well as collected any
remaining feedback they had to offer.

During the scenarios, the administrator and development team members mea-
sured performance metrics such as time taken, assistance needed. That is, the
amount of time it took each participant to complete a round. A round was
considered to be completed when the user finishes the specified task. Assistance
needed was marked when the user needed a prompt or was stuck on some part
of the scenario.
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Test Plans:

Testing Information:

Eight usability testing sessions have been conducted. Each session was admin-
istered by the UX Consultant, Pranav Rudraraju, and two or three members of
Team 6. Session times and development team members attending are as follows:

1. April 10th, 2022 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM (EST)
Developers: Jesse Hassell, Lucille Kreuer

2. April 10th, 2022 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM (EST)
Developers: Jesse Hassell, Lucille Kreuer

3. April 12th, 2022 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM (EST)
Developers: Alec Brinker, Lucille Kreuer

4. April 12th, 2022 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM (EST)
Developers: Alec Brinker, Lucille Kreuer, Thomas Carey

5. April 12th, 2022 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM (EST)
Developers: Alec Brinker, Lucille Kreuer, Thomas Carey

6. April 13th, 2022 5:00 PM to 6:00 PM (EST)
Developers: Jordan Gunning, Elizabeth Van Elsen

7. April 15th, 2022 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM (EST)
Developers: Jade Wang, Jesse Hassell

8. April 15th, 2022 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM (EST)
Developers: Jade Wang, Jesse Hassell

The attendance of the users is shown in Appendix-A.
All sessions were held remotely, making use of Zoom as the testing medium.
The students were given access to the application only after the testing session
began.
The administrator and assisting development team members had access to the
following:

• A copy of the bug report form that will be recorded on

• A copy of the testing challenges form that will be recorded on

• A method of recording time (stopwatch, clock app, etc.)
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Testing Process:

The testing process was conducted in this order:

1. A Zoom meeting was created, and this link was provided to the participant
one or two days prior to the scheduled testing session. The email was used
to notify the participant that the testing session will be recorded.

2. The Zoom meeting link was provided to all assisting development team
members one or two days prior to the scheduled testing session. The email
specified the role each team member would perform.

3. The administrator and assisting development team members arrived to
the testing session early to ensure the testing can begin as soon after the
participant arrives as possible.

4. A pre-test check is conducted by the administrator to ensure that recording
is active, and that screen sharing is enabled.

5. Once the participant arrives, the administrator greets them and explains
the purpose and procedure of the testing.

6. Verbal consent to participate was collected from the participant by the
administrator. From this point forward, remaining steps proceed assuming
continuous consent. At any point, the participant may revoke consent and
the testing session will be promptly ended.

7. A verbal pre-test questionnaire is then given, and responses are recorded.

8. Once completed, the participant was given the link to the application.
They were asked to click the link and share their screen.

9. The following steps were be repeated for each scenario:

(a) The administrator reads the current scenario to the participant.

(b) The participant then attempts to complete the scenario as described
to the best of their ability, and is be encouraged to think aloud
throughout.

(c) A post-scenario series of questions were then be asked to the partic-
ipant and responses were recorded.

(d) If this was not the final scenario, the participant was then instructed
to close out of the application and click the link again to restart the
application.

10. A verbal post-test questionnaire is then given, and responses are recorded.

11. The participant is thanked for their time and participation and the session
will be concluded.
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Pre-Test Questionnaire:

https://forms.gle/3DYanRcqTctm5s5LA

1. How interested are you in using an application like this?

(a) Very Interested

(b) Interested

(c) Neutral

(d) Disinterested

(e) Strongly Disinterested

2. I believe myself to be proficient at using a computer.

(a) Strongly agree

(b) Agree

(c) Neutral

(d) Disagree

(e) Strongly disagree

3. Which browser are you going to use?

(a) Chrome

(b) Firefox

(c) Microsoft Edge

(d) Safari

(e) Other(specify)

4. Have you ever used a similar application in the past?

(a) Yes

(b) No

5. Have you ever participated in Usability Testing?

(a) Yes

(b) No
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Testing Scenarios:

Testing Scenario 1

1. Test Scenario Name: Creating a new account

2. Goals: See how participants create a new account.

3. Required Equipment and Software: Zoom Conferencing Software, web
browser, internet connection.

4. Scenario Description: This application will be used by Michigan Tech
students to record their trips. To use this application, you’ll need an
account, so you will create a new account. I’ll share a link so that you
can access the application. You’ll go to this link and create a new account
using your ‘Michigan Tech email Id’.

5. Task List:

(a) Go to the link: https://hci-dev.cs.mtu.edu:8149/TripTracker/

(b) Click the login button.

(c) Click the create new account button.

(d) Enter Tech username(MTU email Id without @mtu.edu).

(e) Enter Username.

(f) Verify Email Id, by entering validation code.

(g) Enter and verify Password.

(h) Click the create new account button.

6. Qualitative Measurements:

(a) What mistakes do the participants make?

(b) Are the participants able to successfully complete the scenario?

7. Quantitative Measurements:

(a) How long the participant takes to complete the tasks in this scenario.

(b) Whether the participant needed any help to complete the task.

(c) Number of bugs identified when performing this task.

8. Questionnaire:

(a) Did you face difficulty with anything?

(b) Did you feel that the navigation is intuitive?

(c) Do you have any suggestions?

9. Test Setup Details: The participants will need to open the trip tracker in
their browser, using this link: https://hci-dev.cs.mtu.edu:8149/TripTracker/
and share their screen on Zoom.
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Testing Scenario 2

1. Test Scenario Name: Updating Password

2. Goals: See how participants update the password of the account created
in scenario-1.

3. Required Equipment and Software: Zoom Conferencing Software, web
browser, internet connection.

4. Scenario Description: Now that you’ve created an account, you’ll try to
update the password associated with that account.

5. Task List:

(a) Go to the link: https://hci-dev.cs.mtu.edu:8149/TripTracker/

(b) Click the forgot password button.

(c) Enter Tech username(MTU email Id without @mtu.edu).

(d) Enter Username.

(e) Verify Email Id, by entering validation code.

(f) Enter and verify Password.

(g) Click the create new account button.

6. Qualitative Measurements:

(a) What mistakes do the participants make?

(b) Are the participants able to successfully complete the scenario?

7. Quantitative Measurements:

(a) How long the participant takes to complete the tasks in this scenario.

(b) Whether the participant needed any help to complete the task.

(c) Number of bugs identified when performing this task.

8. Questionnaire:

(a) Did you face difficulty with anything?

(b) Did you feel that the navigation is intuitive?

(c) Do you have any suggestions?

9. Test Setup Details: The participants will need to open the trip tracker in
their browser, using this link: https://hci-dev.cs.mtu.edu:8149/TripTracker/
and share their screen on Zoom.
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Testing Scenario 3

1. Test Scenario Name: Login to the application

2. Goals: See how the participants try to login.

3. Required Equipment and Software: Zoom Conferencing Software, web
browser, internet connection.

4. Scenario Description: To access the application, you’ll go to the URL I’ve
previously shared. Now that you have created an account, you’ll use these
credentials to login.

5. Task List:

(a) Go to the link: https://hci-dev.cs.mtu.edu:8149/TripTracker/

(b) Click the login button.

(c) Enter Username.

(d) Enter Password.

(e) Click the Login button.

6. Qualitative Measurements:

(a) What mistakes do the participants make?

(b) Are the participants able to successfully complete the scenario?

7. Quantitative Measurements:

(a) How long the participant takes to complete the tasks in this scenario.

(b) Whether the participant needed any help to complete the task.

(c) Number of bugs identified when performing this task.

8. Questionnaire:

(a) Did you face difficulty with anything?

(b) Did you feel that the navigation is intuitive?

(c) Do you have any suggestions?

9. Test Setup Details: The participants will need to open the trip tracker in
their browser, using this link: https://hci-dev.cs.mtu.edu:8149/TripTracker/
and share their screen on Zoom.
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Testing Scenario 4

1. Record a trip.

2. Goals: See how the participants can record a trip.

3. Required Equipment and Software: Zoom Conferencing Software, web
browser, internet connection.

4. Scenario Description: This application will be used to record trips. You
should login with the provided credentials and record a short 30 second
trip.

5. Task List:

(a) Go to the link: https://hci-dev.cs.mtu.edu:8149/TripTracker/

(b) Login using the credentials of the previously created account.

(c) Enter an origin and destination.

(d) Record a short 30 second trip.

(e) Stop the recording and upload the trip.

6. Qualitative Measurements:

(a) What mistakes do the participants make?

(b) Are the participants able to successfully complete the scenario?

7. Quantitative Measurements:

(a) How long the participant takes to complete the tasks in this scenario.

(b) How many errors participants make.

(c) Errors being defined as “miss-clicks”.

8. Questionnaire:

(a) Did you face difficulty with anything?

(b) Did you feel that the navigation is intuitive?

(c) Do you have any suggestions?

9. Test Setup Details: The participants will need to open the trip tracker in
their browser, using this link: https://hci-dev.cs.mtu.edu:8149/TripTracker/
and share their screen on Zoom.
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Testing Scenario 5

1. View/Delete previous trips

2. Goals: See how the participants can view their trip history and delete a
trip if necessary.

3. Required Equipment and Software: Zoom Conferencing Software, web
browser, internet connection.

4. Scenario Description: This application has a functionality to view the
previously recorded trips. I’ll provide you with test credentials, that you’ll
use to login. This account has a couple of trips in history. You should
login and view these trips. After this, you’ll delete a trip from the trip
history.

5. Task List:

(a) Go to the link: https://hci-dev.cs.mtu.edu:8149/TripTracker/

(b) Login to your account.

(c) View/Download a trip.

(d) Click the delete button next to a trip and delete the trip recorded in
scenario-4.

6. Qualitative Measurements:

(a) What mistakes do the participants make?

(b) Are the participants able to successfully complete the scenario?

7. Quantitative Measurements:

(a) How long the participant takes to complete the tasks in this scenario.

(b) Whether the participant needed any help to complete the task.

(c) Number of bugs identified when performing this task.

8. Questionnaire:

(a) Did you face difficulty with anything?

(b) Did you feel that the navigation is intuitive?

(c) Do you have any suggestions?

9. Test Setup Details: The participants will need to open the trip tracker in
their browser, using this link: https://hci-dev.cs.mtu.edu:8149/TripTracker/
and share their screen on Zoom.
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Post-Test Questionnaire:

Link: https://forms.gle/wbgmqwVVn6HsugJb8

1. Overall, this application was easy to perform tasks in.

(a) Strongly agree

(b) Agree

(c) Neutral

(d) Disagree

(e) Strongly disagree

2. I found it easy to navigate through the application.

(a) Strongly agree

(b) Agree

(c) Neutral

(d) Disagree

(e) Strongly disagree

3. The app is very responsive.

(a) Strongly agree

(b) Agree

(c) Neutral

(d) Disagree

(e) Strongly disagree

4. I am satisfied with the performance of the app.

(a) Strongly agree

(b) Agree

(c) Neutral

(d) Disagree

(e) Strongly disagree

5. I would use this application again.

(a) Strongly agree

(b) Agree

(c) Neutral

(d) Disagree

(e) Strongly disagree
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Results:

Figure 1: Time taken to complete each scenario in seconds

Figure 2: A Bar graph of the time taken to complete each scenario in seconds

As we can see from figures 1,2 the users took most time to complete the first
scenario as it took them time to get familiar with the application. We can also
see that they took significantly less time to complete scenario-2 after finishing
scenario-1 as the steps involved are really similar. Based on the number of steps
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involved in each scenario, the users were able to complete each scenario within
a reasonable amount of time.

Figure 3: Assistance needed per scenario

Figure 4: A Bar graph of Assistance needed per scenario

We considered that a user needed assistance when working on a task when
they needed any help or prompt from the UX administrator or developers when
working on a task. As we can see from figures 3,4 For the most part, users were
able to complete the scenarios without much help. Half of the users were able to
complete the tasks without any kind of assistance, and a couple of users needed
few minor prompts to finish the tasks.
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Figure 5: Number of Bugs identified per scenario

Figure 6: A Bar graph of bugs identified per scenario

We have recorded the number of bugs identified per each scenario by a
particular user. Figures 5, 6 shows the data that has been recorded by us. Most
of the bugs were recorded by initial users, but some of them were fixed later so
they didn’t occur when the other students were performing the tests. This bar
graph also shows the ratio of bugs identified per scenario as an average of the
number of bugs.
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Pre-Test results:

Figure 7: Pre-Test Question-1

As we can see from the above pie-chart, the users in this test are proficient at
using computers. So the results might have been different if the users

Figure 8: Pre-Test Question-2

As we can see from the above pie-chart, around half of the users in this test
have used similar applications in the past.
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Post-Test results:

Figure 9: Post-Test Question-1

As we can see from the above pie-chart, most of the users found the navigation
to be very intuitive.

Figure 10: Post-Test Question-2

As we can see from the above pie-chart, most of the users felt that the
application was very responsive and the performance was really good.
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Conclusions:

Usability Recommendations:

• There are similar characters in the verification code like ‘I’ and ‘l’. So
maybe it’s better to use a longer verification code with digits.

• The trip history page doesn’t scale well on mobile devices, as fields like
date and start time weren’t visible on my phone(might be different for
other devices).

• On homepage, there’s new trip/trip history buttons on the header and the
page itself. So hiding the header buttons on homepage might be a good
idea.

• Prevent the user from selecting an earlier final date than initial date on
the trip history page.

• Having a checkbox next to each trip to perform group actions.

• The trip isn’t saved if a tab is closed without clicking the stop trip. So
having an auto-save upon closing the tab might be good.

• There’s no account management when the user logs in. So having the
option to change password associated with the account/delete account
options might be useful.

All the users were able to complete the tasks for each scenario without any
problem. All the basic functionalities were working, but there are just some
minor bugs/errors that need to be taken into consideration. Overall all the
participants were happy to test the application, also they felt application is user
friendly and easy to navigate.
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Appendix-A:

Undergraduate Student Attendance:

Testing Date
and Time

Location Student Name Attendance

04/10/2022
12:00 PM

Zoom Ethan Jones Yes

04/10/2022
01:00 PM

Zoom Destiny
Michaels

Yes

04/12/2022
11:00 AM

Zoom Aracely
Hernandez-

Ramos

Yes

04/12/2022
12:00 PM

Zoom Emilie Rummer Yes

04/12/2022 1:00
PM

Zoom Josh Nygaard Yes

04/13/2022 5:00
PM

Zoom Brayden Coyer Yes

04/15/2022
12:00 PM

Zoom Connor Ward Yes

04/15/2022 1:00
PM

Zoom Mariah
Mellendorf

Yes
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Appendix-B:

Bug Report:

Bug Number Bug Name Priority Bug
Description

1 Non-functional
Button

Urgent Download all
reports button
not working

2 Enter Key on
New Trip

Not-Urgent Upon filling the
form in New
Trip page and

hitting the enter
key causes an
error rather
than start
recording

3 Duplicate Trips Not-Urgent Reloading at
trip history page
after recording a

trip causes
multiple trip

copies
4 Enter Key on

Create Account
Not-Urgent Enter key on

Create Account/
Change

Password page
leads to a new
verification code
being sent to
email rather
than creat-
ing/updating
the account

5 Update
Password(fixed)

Urgent The password
isn’t being

updated even
when the user
changes the
password.

The update password issue has been fixed since and the password is being
updated correctly.
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Appendix-C:

Testing challenges:

Challenge Number Challenge Name Challenge
Description

No testing challenges were identified during the usability test sessions.
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